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making it more attractive to residents,
businesses, tourists and investors.
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LOWER WESTGATE VEHICULAR DOMINANCE

Quay Street/WESTGATE STREET junction/Shire Hall

KEY NORTH SOUTH CONNECTIONS

The Gate streets junction/ markets

at present lower westgate street has two-way traffic narrowing to
one-way adjacent to St Nicholas’ church. The church spire is dominant
and there is some tired urban greening within the space.

the lower end of the partially pedestrianised street still feels very
vehicular focussed despite having shire hall along it and being a
key connection through to the Cathedral via college street.

Both College court and Bull lane form key north south connections
to bring people onto the high street and to connect them through
to Gloucester Cathedral and the wider city.

The existing junction with the other gate streets is very open and
works well to support markets which take place on this part of
Westgate street and encourage entry onto the street.

street scene concept design

URBAN ROOMS for rest

CATENARY ART & LIGHTING

URBAN ROOMS for socialising

Space to sit and relax amongst nature within westgate street, to
allow both the local community and visitors to escape from the
hustle and bustle of the city.

a catenary will Provide space for art generated by local communities
to be displayed with pride. this will sit alongside Lighting to
illuminate westgate street at night increasing safety.

Dynamic pockets within the street to gather with friends, chat,
share food and socialise. The spaces are framed by trees and biodiverse planting.
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LOWER WESTGATE POCKET PARKS

QUAY STREET PLAY AREA

OUTDOOR SPACE FOR BUSINESSES

PAVING patterns and interpretation

Pocket parks with outdoor seating for gathering and rest, bringing
together both ends of westgate street. Spaces surrounded by biodiverse planting bring climate resilience to the street.

A dedicated space on the street for play and events, providing a
meaningful social space for local communities to play and exercise
outside.

Safe space on the street for businesses to provide outdoor seating
for dining and shopping, increasing activity and interaction on
the street, stimulating the local economy.

Inspired by the historic wallpapers & patterns found on westgate
street, subtle patterns could be added to the paving creating a
unique identity, whilst also bringing colour, art & historic
narrative to the street.

